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ABSTRACT

A program is developed to calculate one dimen
sional , multi-region, transient heat transfer in cylin
drical geometry using a new numerical method (Box Scheme). 
The program is applied to the case of transient heat 
transfer from a pulsed reactor TRIGA fuel pin with tem
perature dependent material properties and a natural 
convection outer boundary condition. Example calculations 
are performed on a TRIGA fuel pin pulsed in the Sandia 
Laboratory Annular Core Pulsed Reactor.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Pulsed-reactors used for materials testing or 
research are designed to deliver a large neutron flux 
over a very short time period. An unavoidable result 
of this pulse is high fuel temperatures which may damage 
or deteriorate the fuel element materials. A design re
quirement for pulsed reactors therefore is the limitation 
of peak temperatures so that significant material damage 
does not result.

The main emphasis of this thesis is the deter
mination of the cladding surface conditions after the 
pulse for a fuel element of the Sandia Laboratory Annular 
Core Pulsed Reactor. These conditions are dependent on 
the conductivity and thickness of the gap (gas filled 
region between the fuel and the cladding) and on the 
surface heat transfer coefficient.

A transient, multi-region, cylindrical geometry 
heat transfer program was developed for the purpose of 
this thesis. There are, of course, many commercial heat 
transfer programs capable of performing this task. How
ever due to their large computer core storage requirements
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and long execution times, a program which solves the 
specific case of transient, multi-region, cylindrical 
geometry heat conduction was considered preferable. The 
program was developed for one space dimension (radial) 
with the assumption that azimuthal and longitudinal effects 
could be neglected.

The program uses a relatively new numerical method 
called the "Box Scheme" (Keller 1971). This method pro
vides excellent results on material boundaries with a 
relatively small number of space nodes. The following 
chapters examine the numerical method and present example 
calculations.



CHAPTER 2

NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1 Introduction
The governing equation for transient heat con

duction in cylindrical geometry is presented along with
the initial and boundary conditions. The numerical method 
used to solve this system is then presented. Finally, 
this is followed by a section that details the results of 
two different analytical tests of the program.

dimensional, cylindrical, multi-region, transient heat 
conduction with heat generation and a convective outer 
boundary condition. The problem is non-linear since the 
physical constants (thermal conductivity, specific heat, 
and density) are in general functions of temperature. The 
problem is further complicated by time and space depen
dence of the convection boundary condition. The governing 
equation for this problem is the parabolic- initial- 
boundary value partial differential equation:

2.2 Mathematical Formulation of the Problem
The physical phenomenon to be simulated is: one

(2.1)
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where
T = T(r,t) = Temperature (°C)
C = C(r,T) = Specific Heat (J/Kg-0C)
p = (r,T) = Density (kg/m3)
K = K(r,T) = Thermal Conductivity (w/m-°C)
Q = Q(r,t) = Volumetric Heat Source-(w/m3)
q = q(r,t) = heat flux (w/m2)

This equation is subject to the following initial condition;

T(r,0) = f (r) (2.2)

the central boundary condition:

- tr— q — 0 (2.3)
r=0

the internal boundary conditions between material regions;

9i = q 0 (2.4)

fi = T 0 (2.5)
where

i = inner region

p = outer region 
and the outer surface boundary condition (convection):
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qs = H(TS - T0) (2.6)

where

H = Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Tg = Surface Temperature 
T^ = Bulk Fluid Temperature 
qs = Surface Heat Flux

2.3 Method of Solution 
A relatively new method called the "Box Scheme" 

was chosen for the program due to its superior treatment 
of discontinuous material boundaries. Initially, in 1949 
the Crank and Nicolson (1949) /C-̂ n J method was attempted, 
however C-N was found to require an excessive number of 
space nodes for good accuracy on problems involving 
material boundaries. For this reason a better method was 
sought resulting in the use of the Box Scheme.

The Box Scheme is unconditionally stable, implicit, 
and second order accurate in space and time according to 
Keller (19 71). Furthermore Fong (1973) has demonstrated 
convergence of the Box Scheme for the case of non-linear 
parabolic differential equations.

The first step in solving a parabolic partial 
differential equation by the Box Scheme, is to decompose 
the equation into two first order equations. This results



in the formation of a new variable, which in the present 
case is the heat flux (q). These equations are:

cp f? = - ? - 1 ?  + Q (2-7)

- K jp = q (2.8)

Eq. (2.7) is the transient heat conduction equation and 
Eq. (2.8) is simply Fourier's law.

The Box Scheme requires that both the temperature 
and heat flux be calculated at each nodal point in space 
(j) and time (n). The temperature, heat flux, and material 
properties are averaged over space and time. The resulting 
finite difference equations are:

n+k n+hC P
3+h i+h

n+1 n
T - T
j +h j +h

At

n+% n+%
q - q 
j+l j

Ar

n+%

qj+^ n+^ +   + Q

n+1 n+1
T - T 
j + 1 J

Ar
n+1

= q
j+%

(2.9)

(2.10)

One advantage of this method is immediately ap
parent. Since the heat flux is one of the variables to
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be calculated, the requirement that temperature and heat 
flux be continuous at a material boundary is automatically 
satisfied by equating these values from adjacent regions at 
the boundary. It is only necessary that a nodal point be 
placed exactly at the boundary.

The above finite difference equations involve 
material properties that- are both space and time averaged. 
For the purposes of this thesis.the properties have been 
averaged over each region. This results in temperature 
dependent properties being determined by the temperature 
distribution in the past time step, and is referred to 
as lagging. The decision to use lagging results from a 
consideration of program complexity and execution time.
In order to time average the material properties as is 
necessary in the general form of the Box Scheme, iteration 
about each time step is required. The lagging method will 
be sufficiently accurate providing the temperature depen
dent material properties do not change significantly 
within any time step.

The material properties are averaged over each 
region since in certain cases of possible interest, large 
temperature gradie combined with strongly temperature de
pendent properties result in excessive space node require
ments, if the properties are allowed to be functions of 
local temperature. For this reason the properties were
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averaged over a region, eliminating this problem and 
simultaneously reducing the number of required nodes.

Although the Box Sxheme allows non-uniform node 
spacing (while retaining its second.order accuracy) uni
form node spacing was used within each region. Fitting 
a non-uniform mesh to each specific problem would un
necessarily complicate the program. Any part of the 
cylinder that is subject to strong temperature gradients 
may be treated more carefully by defining a new region 
containing refined mesh.

At each time step, the finite difference equa
tions must be solved for the temperature and heat flux 
values at each node. The resulting set of equations 
forms a block diagonal matrix. The program BAHDV (Garbow) 
was used to solve this system on the University of Arizona 
CDC 6400 computer, BANDY uses Gauss Elimination with 
partial pivoting to solve a band matrix.

2.4 Program Testing 
To validate the program, numerical solutions are 

compared to available analytical solutions for a single 
region transient problem and for steady state 2 and 3 
region problems.

The solution to a one region transient case from 
Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) was used to test the program
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under transient conditions. The solution was for a 
constant initial temperature in the cylinder and a con
stant surface heat transfer coefficient. The properties 
were chosen to resenble a TRIGA fuel pin and so that the
Biot number (HR/K) was unity. The initial temperature

owas chosen to be 800 C. Fig. 2.1 shows the temperature 
profiles for 1, 3 and 6 seconds, corresponding to the time 
of most rapid temperature change. The solid curves are 
the analytical result and the 5 points are the program 
result using 5 temperature nodes and 0.2 second time steps.

This test was also run using 10 space nodes and 
time Steps of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 seconds. These three cases 
are plotted in figures 2.2 through 2.4 as percent error 
vs,dimensionless radius. As expected there is improve
ment in accuracy with decreasing time step. The maximum 
appearing in the one second profiles is believed to be 
the result of spatial oscillations caused by the rapid 
initial change in surface temperature.

The second set of tests checked the performance 
of the spatial aspects of the program utilizing examples
containing more than one material region. These tests

. - ' ' were done by assuming an arbitrary analytical temperature
distribution for each region. The steady state heat
source needed to sustain the known temperature distribution.
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The analytical temperature function and the volumetric 
heat source were put into the computer program, which 
was then run for a fixed time period, after which the 
temperatures were compared to the initial distribution. 
Since the input temperature and heat source functions 
correspond to steady state by definition, the computed 
temperature distribution should not change with time if 
the program is working perfectly.

The first of these tests consisted of a two region 
composite Cylinder of inner radius 10 mm, and outer radius 
20 mm. Both regions were assumed to have parabolic tem
perature profiles (see figure 2.5) corresponding to uniform 
heat generation throughout the cylinder. The material 
properties for the two regions were taken to be the 
same except for the thermal conductivity which was ten 
times larger in the outer region (100 vs 10 w/raK). This 
case was run using 6 temperature nodes per region with a 
time step of 0.1 second. After 30 seconds (300 time steps) 
the maximum error was 0.0 0 3 °C at the outer boundary , in
dicating no significant numerical difficulty with this 
case. The small error is reasonable since the heat gen
eration was uniform and the temperature was a smoothly 
varying function of radius. This problem was also 
attempted with 0.5 second time steps, but this case under
went extreme oscillations and diverged.
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A three region test using the same steady state 

method as above was run using properties and dimensions 
similar to a TRIGA fuel pin. Region one simulated the 
fuel with an outer radius of 18 nun, a thermal conductivity 
of 20 w/mK, a specific heat of 800 j/kg K, and a. 
density of 6000 kg/m3. Region two represented a gas 
gap with a thickness of 0.3 mm, a conductivity of 0.02 
w/m K, a Specific heat of 1000 j/kg K, and a density of
1.1 kg/m3. Region three simulated the cladding with a 
thickness of 0.5 mm, a conductivity of 15 w/m K, a 
specific heat of 400 j/kg K, and a density of 7800 kg/m3. 
The temperature function in region one was chosen to be 
a cubic polynomial (needed to satisfy boundary condi
tions) while regions two and three both had linear tem
perature distributions. Fig. (2.6) plots these temperature 
functions which approximate the temperature distribution 
in a TRIGA fuel pin near a thermalizing reflector inw 
mediately after a pulse.

This case was run with 6 and 12 nodes per region, 
both runs using a 0.5 second time step. Figure 2.7 is 
a plot of the percent error after 50 seconds (100 time 
steps). In both cases the maximum error occured at the 
center of the cylinder with a second maximum at the fuel- 
gap interface. The large error in the center is caused
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by the large node spacing in the fuel region, which also 
contributed to the error at the fuel-gap boundary. Dou
bling the number of nodes results in an order of magnitude 
reduction in error.



CHAPTER 3

EXAMPLE PROBLEM PARAMETERS AND ASSUMPTIONS

3.1 Introduction 
The computer program was used to simulate the 

temperature distribution in a fuel element of the Sandia 
Laboratory Annular Core Pulsed Reactor. These calcu
lations are compared to the results of Simnad, Foushee, 
and West (1976). This chapter presents the physical models 
and assumptions used in these calculations. Appendix A 
contains a complete listing of the material properties used.

3.2 Problem Statement 
The purpose of this example is to calculate the 

transient heat transfer (particularly the peak cladding 
temperature) from an ACPR fuel pin, during and after a 
$4.80 pulse. Most of the energy is deposited in the fuel 
within a 20 mi111-second time period. Immediately fol
lowing the pulse, the energy is re-distributed by conduc
tion to the cladding and to the cooler non-fuelled central 
zirconium pin. The power history assumed in the program 
is shown in figure 3.1. /

The goal of the following calculations is to 
compare the results of transient cladding temperature

20
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with those of Simnad. In order to facilitate comparison, 
the initial fuel temperature profile after the pulse and 
the energy deposited during the pulse were adjusted to 
agree approximately with those reported by Simnad.

3.3 Heat Generation 
Three stages of heat generation were simulated: 

the pulse, delayed neutron heating after the pulse, and 
delayed neutron heating after the prompt drop caused by 
scramming the reactor (see figure 3.1). Fission product 
decay heating is also included, although this is the 
smallest energy contributor. Each of these sources were 
assumed to be functions of time and position in the fuel. 
The position dependence of the heat source terms was ob
tained from a three point quadratic polynomial fit of 
the initial temperature profile of Simnad (see figure 4.1) 

The pulse was simulated by the Scalettar (1963) 
modification of the Nordheim-Fuchs model, which allows a 
linear variation of fuel specific heat with temperature. 
This model was used because the zirconium hydride specific 
heat is strongly temperature dependent. The method yields 
heat generation as a function of temperature in the • 
following form:
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where

T = Fuel temperature minus Ambient temperature 
(°C)

C + yT = Reactor specific heat (j/K) 
p0 = Initial reactivity 
S = Delayed neutron fraction 
a — Prompt temperature feedback coefficient 

(Sk/K)
Z — Neutron lifetime

Eq„ (3=1) when integrated over the duration of the 
pulse yields a final fuel temperature of:

(L. 75 (5-1) + .75/(5-1) 2 + 16/35̂  (3 = 2)

where .
aCo5 —

Y ( P  o 6 )

Since it was required that the energy deposited 
in the pulse be the same as in the Simnad case, figure
3.2 was graphically integrated to obtain an average fuel 
temperature of 736°C. Eq= (3=2) was then graphically 
solved for the feedback coefficient necessary to attain 
this temperature.

Eq. (3=1) yields zero power when the fuel is at 
ambient temperature, therefore a slight temperature excess
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was introduced into the fuel region in order to initiate 
the pulse. The pulse was then allowed to run for approx
imately 6.5 times the full width at half maximum calculated 
by the Nordheim-Fuchs model. This resulted in a final fuel 
temperature within 1 °C of the required result.

During the one second period following the pulse 
but prior to scramming, the power level was assumed to be 
constant at 11 megawatts. This power level is taken from 
Simnad and is in reasonable agreement with the Nordheim- 
Fuchs model after a fast burst (Hetrick 1971).

Following the scram, the power undergoes a prompt 
drop. For the purpose of the example calculations, the 
scram reactivity insertion was estimated as being -$7.00, 
causing a prompt drop to 0.125 of the initial 11 megawatt 
power level. The new power level of 1.375 megawatts is 
allowed to decay on an 80 second period corresponding to 
the longest delayed neutron precursor half life.

The fission product decay heat generation was 
taken into account by combining the pulse generated fis
sion products with those produced in the one second period 
after the pulse. The Borst Wheeler Function (Lamarsh 1966) 
was used to determine the time dependent heat generation. 
Fission product decay was the smallest contributor to heat 
generation.
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3. 4 Surface Heat Trans fer

The surface heat transfer correlations used in the
program correspond to steady state natural convection or 
boiling. The use of steady state correlations in a tran
sient situation underestimates the actual heat transfer 
as shown by Spriggs (1976). The net result of this as
sumption, combined with the neglect of the conduction 
regime, is an overestimate of the cladding temperature.

regimes were assumed in the program: laminar natural
convection, turbulent natural convection, and nucleate 
boiling. The heat transfer correlations for the laminar 
and turbulent natural convection regimes were those of 
Siegel (1954) . For laminar natural convection Siegel's 
correlation is;

Three surface temperature dependent heat transfer

(3.3)

and ..for the turbulent case

Nu = 0.02436 Prl/3
1. + .444 P 2/- ■ r

GrPr 3 (3.4)

For nucleate boiling the Rohsenow (1952) correlation was 
used in the following form:



where
Tg = Saturation temperature 

= Bulk fluid temperature

The constant in Eq. (3.5) was taken from the ACPR Upgrade 
Quarterly Report (Sandia Laboratories, 1976) after conversion 
to S. I. units (w/m2K). The Prandtl Number, Grashof buoy
ancy term, and thermal conductivity for water were deter
mined from temperature dependent correlations derived by 
Spriggs (1976) . The transition from one heat transfer 
regime to another was performed by choosing the correlation 
that produced the maximum heat transfer coefficient at a 
given cladding surface temperature.

3.5 Gap Conductance 
The gap of a TRIGA fuel pin initially contains air, 

however, at high temperatures a substantial amount of 
hydrogen outgassing occurs from the zirconium hydride fuel. 
The rate at which the hydrogen diffuses to and from the 
fuel is dependent on the fuel surface conditions (degree 
of oxidation for example). This, along with other factors, 
produces an element of uncertainty in the amount of hydro
gen in the gap during and after the pulse. For this reason
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two limiting calculations were considered in order to 
evaluate the importance of the hydrogen content of the 
gap. In One case the gap contained air and in the second 
case pure hydrogen.

Another important factor in the gap conductance 
is the decreased thickness of the gap caused by thermal 
expansion of the fuel. Because the temperature change 
of the cladding is small relative to that of the fuel, 
the expansion of the cladding is assumed to be negligible, 
therefore, the gap thickness is a function of the fuel 
expansion alone. The gap thickness (in mm) as a function 
of average fuel temperature is given by the following 
equation from Brehm and Spriggs (1976): t

tg = t + 1.616 x 10-3 _ 7.74 x 10-5(T) _ 1.714 x 10"7(T2)
(3.6)

The effective gap conductivity is found by multiplying the 
temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the gas by 
the ratio of the initial gap thickness divided by the 
temperature dependent gap thickness.



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS OF THE EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

4.1 Introduction 
The results of the hydrogen and 'air gap cases are 

presented in this chapter. Important aspects of the pro
gram parameters are described and a discussion of the 
numerical results is presented. As will be demonstrated, 
the results are substantially different from those of 
Simnad.

4.2 Program Parameters 
The fuel pin under consideration is a standard 

TRIGA fuel element containing the following material 
regions; a center zirconium rod 3.175 mm in radius, a 
zirconium hydride-uranium fuel region 17.8 mm in radius, 
a gas filled gap .331 mm thick, and a stainless steel 
outer cladding .508 mm thick. The fuel region, due to 
its size and large specific heat, contains essentially all 
of the.thermal energy during and after a reactor pulse.
The gap acts as! a thermal resistance between the fuel and 
the cladding, re stilt ing in reduced peak cladding temper
atures during transients. The cladding is merely a

28
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containment vessel for the fuel pin. The height of the 
fuel is .381 m, which is also taken as the heated length 
in surface heat transfer calculations.

In both cases the spatial nodes were distributed 
as follows; zirconium center rod: 9, fuel: 17/ gap: 9,
and cladding: 9. Five different time steps were used for 
both cases during a single run (table 4.1). The hydrogen 
gap case required reduced time steps because the solution 
underwent oscillations in time when the cladding surface 
temperature reached the nucleate boiling regime.

Table 4.1 Program Time Steps

Air Gap Calculation:
Time Interval (seconds) Time Step (seconds)

0.0 - 0.03 0.00025
0.03 - 0.5 0.005
0.5 - 1.0 0.01
1.0 - 4. 0 0.025
4.0 - 0.1

Hydrogen Gap Calculation:
Time Interval (seconds) Time Step (seconds)

0.0 - 0.03 0.00025
0.03 - 0.5 0.0025
0.5 - 1.0 0.005
i.o •- 2.0 0.01
2.0 - 5.0 0.02
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4.3 Results

The air gap calculation was intended to provide an 
underestimate of the gap conductance, since the gap may 
actually contain a substantial amount of hydrogen during a 
large pulse. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the fuel temperature 
profiles for the. air gap calculations. The dashed lines are 
the results of Simnad et al. (1976). A comparison of the 0.1 
second profiles in figure 4.1 (immediately after the pulse) 
points out the inaccuracy of the quadratic polynomial 
(which was fit to Simnad's 0.1 second profile) used to de
termine radial dependence of the heat generation. The 1.1 
second profiles show that the two calculations are con
sistent although the initial descrepancy remains. The 10 
and 41 second profiles in figure 4.2 demonstrate the effect 
of the high air gap resistance. The gap resistance in 
Simnad1s case was lower as shown by the larger temperature 
drop between his 10 and 41 second profiles.

Figure 4.3 demonstrates the effect of the large 
hydrogen gap conductivity on the fuel temperature profiles. 
The 0.1 and, 1.0 second profiles are essentially the same as 
the air gap case due to insufficient time for surface heat 
transfer to affect the interior temperatures.

A more interesting result of these calculations is 
the behavior of the transient cladding temperatures for the 
two cases (figure 4.4). The peak cladding surface
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temperature for the air gap case occurs at 2.3 seconds with 
a value of 103 C, which is below the boiling temperature 
for the ACPR (~113°C)„ The peak cladding temperature for 
the hydrogen gap case is reached in only 0.34 seconds at
taining a value of 137 C. The rapid cladding temperature 
rise results in large values of cladding surface heat flux 
(figure 4.5). A rapid increase ia heat flux occurs as the 
cladding surface temperature exceeds that necessary to 
initiate boiling in the hydrogen gap case. The dashed 
lines in figures 4.4 and 4.5 are the results of Simnad 
which are in substantial disagreement with the present 
calculations.

4.4 Pis cussion
These calculations were intended to serve as 

extreme treatments of the gap conductance, with the actual 
case lying somewhere between the two. The fuel temperature 
profiles are in reasonable agreement with those of Simnad 
(figures 4.1 and 4.2), however, the transient cladding 
temperatures differ due to dissimilar models used for clad
ding surface heat transfer.

The Simnad article does not state all of the 
assumptions necessary to make a completely accurate com
parison. It is apparent that boiling heat transfer cor
relations could not have been used, however, because a high
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cladding temperature in combination with a low surface 
heat flux is calculated. The Simnad result is non-physical 
and was probably produced by the following assumptions: 
a hydrogen or hydrogen-air mixture in the gap, a fixed gap 
thickness, and a non boiling forced convection or natural 
convection heat transfer correlation.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Linear transient single region and steady state 
two and three region tests verified that the program was 
accurate with a minimal number of space nodes. Although 
Fong (19 73) demonstrated convergence of the Box Scheme for 
non-linear parabolic equations, the program was not 
exaustively tested for accuracy under non-linear conditions 
during the study.

The main difficulty encountered during the calcu
lations was the oscillation of the solutions in space and 
time. Although the Box Scheme is prone to oscillation, 
this condition is easily supressed by refining the mesh. 
When one considers the extreme nature of the problem under 
consideration, including extreme heat generation rates and 
large temperature gradients, the program performed 
remarkably well.

The pulsed TRIGA fuel pin example calculations 
demonstrated the importance of gap thermal conductivity on 
transient cladding temperatures. An air filled gas gap 
held the cladding temperature to a peak value of 103 °C 
occuring 2 seconds after the pulse. A hydrogen filled gap
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A hydrogen filled gap calculation indicated a peak value 
of 137 °C occuring at .34 seconds. These are considered 
to represent the extreme limits for these values. By 
contrast, for the same pulse an earlier calculation by 
Simnad resulted in a peak cladding temperature of 180 °G 
at 10 seconds after the pulse. The present calculations 
differ from those of Simnad because of the use of different 
surface heat transfer correlations. Simnad appears to have 
used a forced convection correlation, while the present 
study used natural convection in three regimes: laminar,
turbulent, and nucleate boiling.

Further study of transient heat transfer from pulsed 
reactor fuel pins should include radiation heat transfer, 
and in the case of zirconium hydride fuel operating above 
approximately 800 °C, hydrogen outgassing. A more elaborate 
reactor dynamics subprogram could be added to aid the study 
of excursions both above and below prompt critical. An 
automatic method of determining the optimum time steps for 
any given problem could be added in order to eliminate time 
oscillations and decrease the total run time for the program.



APPENDIX A

THERMAL•PROPERTIES USED FOR CALCULATIONS

ACPR Parameters (Simnad et al„ 1976) 
number of fuel elements 
total fuel volume 
fuel height 
fuel outer radius 
zirconium rod outer radius 
initial gap thickness 
cladding thickness

Pulse Parameters:
initial reactivity $4.80
effective delayed neutron fraction .0073
prompt neutron lifetime 32 micro-seconds

Material Properties 
Zirconium rod:

thermal conductivity (Bolz and Tuve 1973) 20.7 w/m°k
specific heat (Wicks and Black 1963)

313 + .05132T - 3.987 x 106/T2 J/kg0k 
density (Weast 1966) 6490 kg/m3

154
5.653 x l0-2m 3 

0.381 m 
17.8 mm 
3.175 mm 
0.331 mm 
0.508 mm

- 40
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Zirconium hydride fuel; -

thermal conductivity (Simnad et al. 1976)
17.56 + „00782T w/m°k 

specific heat (Simnad et al. 1976)
341.3 + .6977T J/kg°k 

density (Simnad et al. 1976) 6000 kg/m3

Hydrogen gap:
thermal conductivity (Schack 1965)
6.3917 x 10^2 + 3.9315 x 10~4T - 2.8816 x 10_8T2

w/m°k
specific heat (Kreith 1973) 14670 J/kg°k
density (16.35 atm pressure, 1000 °C assuming- 
ideal gas) .3024 kg/m3

Air gap;
thermal conductivity (Schack 1971)
3.2572 x 10"3 + 7.5113 x 10-5T - 1.3358 x 10“8T2

specific heat (Kreith 1973) 
density (STP)

Stainless steel cladding;
thermal conductivity (Kreith 1973) 
specific heat (Kreith 1973) 
density (Kreith 1973)

w/m°k 
1045 J/kg°k 
1.184 kg/m3

16.3 w/m°k 
460 J/kg°k 
7817 kg/m3
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One Region Transient Test Properties 

heat transfer coefficient 
thermal conductivity 
specific heat 
density 
radius

1262 w/m^ °k 
22.5 w/m°k 
175 J/kg°k 

5610 kg/m3 
17.8 mm

Two Region Steady State Test Properties

heat transfer coefficient 
(w/m2 °k)

thermal conductivity 
(w/m°k)

specific heat 
(J/kg°k)

density
(kg/m3)

outer radius 
(mm)

Region 1 Region 2 

6153.8

10

100

1000

10

100

100

1000

20

Assumed temperature distributions:
region 1 T = 800 4 x 106 (r2) °C
region 2 T = 440 - 4 x 105 (r2) °C

Three Region Steady State Test Properties
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

heat transfer coefficient 
(w/m2 °k)

thermal conductivity 
(w/m°k) 20 0.02

722.9

15
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Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

specific heat
(kg/m3) 800 1000

density
(kg/m3) ' . 6000 1.1

outer radius
(mm) 18 18.3

Assumed temperature distributions:
region 1 T = 3.870 x 106(r2) - 1.464 108(
region 2 T = 5.5 x 10lf - 3 x 106(r) °C
region 3 T = 173.2 - 4000 (r) °C

400

7800

18.8

r 3) °G



APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING -

The following pages contain a listing of the program 
developed for this thesis. The program is specifically 
designed to calculate the transient temperature distribution 
in a fuel pin during and after a nuclear reactor pulse. As 
many as eight material regions (concentric cylinders) may 
be specified, with a maximum of 200 temperature nodes.
To allow carefull treatment of rapid transients, provisions 
are made for changing the time step during a program run.
All units used are S. I., with the exceptions of region 
dimensions (mm), and temperature (°K).
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PSOGHAil TH2H (iyPOT,OUTPOT,TAP25 = IHPUT,IAPE6=OUTPOT)
DiaZNSIOti A (200,5),0(200),U(200) ,05(20) ,5(200) ,2(200) ,57 (1000) ,576 
1 (200) ,iIX(10) , MN (10) ,2A (10) ,X(200) ,P(10) ,C(10) , HK (10) ,5AC (200) ,A7 (8 
2) ,AB(8) ,023 (200)
COtlOOM JM,ifX,D?,P,C, 85, SH, GAS A, A3, A7 , IX if ,55G , BETA , At'lL , AL , 70 L

C
C THE5 IS A ONE DiaENSIONAL (RADIAL), M01TI-5ZGION, TSANSIENT
C HEAT CONDUCTION ?BOGRAN THAT ALLOWS TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT
C MATEBIAL PROPERTIES AND A TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT C0N7ECTI7E
C HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT. IN ITS PRESENT FORM, THER
C SIMULATES HEAT TRANSFER FROM A FUEL PIN AFTER A NUCLEAR
C REACTOR PULSE, HOWEVER, WITH MODIFICATION OF THE HEAT
C GENERATION FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM, MORE GENERAL TRANSIENT
C PROBLEMS IN CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY MAY EE PERFORMED.
C
C THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF IMPORTANT PROGRAM 7 ARIABLES.
c I - SPACE NODE INDEX
c J - REGION INDEX (J=JN IN SUBPROGRAMS)
c 0 - TEMPERATURE (DEGREES CENTIGRADE)
c D - HEAT FLUX (WATTS/SQUARE METER)
c 71 - TIME (SECONDS)
c A - MATRIX ELEMENT
c 2 - SOLUTION 7ECT0R ELEMENT
c DT - TIME STEP (SECONDS)
c DR - NODE SPACING (METERS)
c a - RADIUS (METERS)
C

R EAD(5,28) RT ,ST,RTI,RT2,RT3,RT4,DTI,012,DT3,DT4,DT5
28 FORMAT(12F6.2)

MT»5000
R EAD(5,20)NR,SCO,NP

20 FORMAT(315)
READ (5,21) (NN (I) ,1=1, NR)
READ(5,22)RHO,BETA,AML,AL,70L,TIN,SH,GAMA

21 FORMAT(315)
WRITE(6,29) RHO,BETA,AML,AL,70L,TIN

29 FORMAT(1H1,1 OX,10HREACTI7ITY,12,G10.4,2X,4RBETA,IX,G10.4,2X,9 HMEAN 
1 LIFE,IX,G10.4,21,5HALPHA,1X,G1Q.4,2X,6H70LUMS,1X,G10.4,22,4HTINF, 
21X,G10.4//)
NG=NR+1
READ (5,23) (RA (I) ,1=1, NG)
DO 367 1=1,NG 
RA (I) =RA (I) /1000.

367 CONTINUE
23 FORHAT(10F9.2)
24 FORMAT (?1 0. 4)
22 FORMAT(8FI 0.4)

N*0
DO 90 IH»1,SR 
N*N>NN (IN)

90 CONTINUE 
N=(N+NR)«2

C
C READ CONSTANT MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR EACH REGION (JJ)
C
C P = DENSITY (KILOGRAMS/CUBIC METER)
C C = SPECIFIC HEAT (JOULES/KILOGRAM - DEGREE CENTIGRADE)
C HX= THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (WATTS/METER - DEGREE CENTIGRADE)
C

READ (5,22) (P (JJ) , JJ= 1,MB)
READ (5,22) (C (JJ) , JJ= 1, MR)
READ (5,22) (HK (JJ) ,JJ=1,NR)

C
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C B2A£> INITIAL T2aP2flATUH2 DISTSI30TI0N
C

K=N/2
M22»S/a*1
»2*1
DO 99 J 3=1,322 
821=32*7 
I?(H21-S) 4,4,5

4 BEAD (5,22) (U (I) ,1=82,921)
GO TO 7

5 BEAD (5,22) (0 (I) ,1 = 92,X)
GO TO 80

7 82=32*8 
99 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 

WBIT2 (6,3 0)
30 POB3AT(1HO,10X,9HI9T227ALS,41,7 822010 35,5X,5Ha2Sai,51,5d22SH2,51,5 

1HMSSa3,5X,5832584,5X,5832535,52,5832586,51,5822587,51,5822588//)
3BIT2(6,31) 3,32, (38 (I) ,1=1,32)

31 F0B3AT(142,10(15,5X)/)
IA=0
DO 91 J=1,32 
IA = IA *83 (J)
DB (J) = (2A (J*1) -2A (J) ) /FLOAT (33 (J) )
3X (J) = (IA*J) *2 

91 CONTINUE
SX (8B)=3*500
9BIT2 (6,3 2) (P (JJ) ,JJ=1,8B)
% 2112(6,33) (C (JJ) , JJ= 1, NH)
3 2172 (6,34) (8K (JJ) ,JJ=1,32)

32 F023AT(1H0,10X,7802215ITX,8X,8 (010.4,2X)/)
33 POB3AT(10X, 138SP2CIFIC 82AT,21,8(010.4,2%)/)
34 ?OB3AT(10X,123C0 3DUCTI7IT?,3X,8(G10.4,2X)/)

3BIT2 (6,77)
77 ?083A T (180,71,487132,7X,9HTIME ST2P,4X,7HCL T23P,6 1,88T23P 1-2,5X, 

18HT23P 2-3 ,5X,3HT23P 3-4,21,128SU2FAC2 TE3P,2X,98H2AT FLUX,4X,8887 
2 C02??/)
X=S/2
IC=1
ID=8X (1)/2 
DO 160 JA=1,32 A7 (JA) =0.
DO 161 JQ =IC,ID 
A7 (JA) =A7 (JA) *0 (J 3)

161 CONTINUE
AV (JA) =A7 (JA) /FLOAT (S3 (JA) *1)
IC=8X (JA)/2*1 
ID=ID*38(JA*1) *1 

160 CONTINUE 
7I=ST 
130=0 
K=S/2 
D (1) =0.
J*1
J8=J
K4=K-1

C
C COMPUTE INITIAL HEAT FLUX VALUES
C

DO 116 1=2,X4 *
I? (I. 2Q.3X(J)/2) GO TO 114 
I?(I.22.NX(J) /2*1) GO TO 113
0 (I) =-3X1 (A7 (J) )*(U(I*1) -0 (1-1) )/ (2.*DB (J) )
GO TO 116

1 14 D (I) =-3X1 (AV (J) ) * (U (I) -U(I-1) )/D2 (J)
GO TO 116
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113 J=J>1

D (I) =-3K1 (AV (J)) * (0(1+1) -0 (I) )/DH(J)
1 16 C0NTIS03

D (K) =-2.*8X1 (0 (X) ) * (0 (K) -0 (X-1) )/DS(J) -0 (X-1)
00 67 JZ=1,flT 
DO 68 1-2,21,2 
X(I-1) -0(1/2)
X(I) -0(1/2)

68 C0NTISU3
02T22MI3S P0LS2 3IDTH AMD TI2E STEPS

POF-4.
PW-P0?*4.*A2L/(2H0-32TA)
IF (TI.LT.?«) DT-PW/100.
IF(TI.GZ.PW) DT=DT 1 
I F (TI.G2.aT1) DT-0T2 
IF(TI.G2.3T2) DT-0T3 
IF(TI.G2.3T3) DT-DT4 
IF (TI.G2.ST4) DT-DT5 
IF (TI. GT. BT) GO TO 10 5 
K-S/2
CALL TA7E (K,0 , 02, SB , A7, Afl, SO, BA,2iX)
ISD*ISD+1 
DO 92 J-1,5 
00 92 1-1,S 
A (I,J)-0.

92 C0MTTS02 
JH*1
BAD(1)*0.
B=0B(1)/2

30USDABT COHDITIOH FOB C2NTBB OF CTLLSOEB (HEAT FLOX = 0)
A (1# 3)-0.
A(1,4)=1.
Z (1)»0.
J-1
S3-S-2

00 LOOP 93 COMPOTES MATEIX ELEMENTS
DO 93 1-2,S3,2 
JN-J
IF (I.EQ.SX(J)) GO TO 1 
8— OT/ (3C 1 (A8 (J) ) *PA (A3 (J) ) )
A (1,2) — 1.
A (1,3)-8* (-1./DB (J)+1./(2.*B) )A (1,4) — 1.
A (1,5)-8* (1 ./OH (J) +1./(2.*B) )
Z (I) — U (1/2)-0 (1/2+1) -a* ( (0(1/2+1) -0(1/2)) /OB (J) ♦ (0 (1/2) +0 (1/2 + 1)) 

1/(2. *8) )-2.*Q (B,TI) *DT/ (SCI (A3 (J) ) *PA (A3 (J) ) )
G2S (1/2) »Q(3,TI)
A (1+1,1)-3X1 (A7 (J) ) /OB (J)
A (1+1,2)--.5
A (1+1 ,3) — 3X1 (A7 (J) ) /OB (J)
A (1+1 ,4) --.5 
Z (1+1)-0.
3-B+OB (J)
RAO (1/2+1) =08 (J) ♦BAD (1/2)
GO TO 93

ISTEBIOB a00NDA2Y CONDITION (COaTINOITY OF HEAT FLOX 
AND TEMPEBATOBE)
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1 A(I,3)»1.

A (1,4) aQ.
A (1,5) a-1.
Z(I)=0.
A (1*1,1)*1.
A (1*1,2)^0.
A (1*1 ,3) a-1.
Z (1*1)aQ.
J»J*1
JMaJ
3=3-08 (J-1) /2.*Da (J) /2.
GZS(I/2)aQ(2,TI)
BAD (1/2*1) =8AB (1/2)

93 coNTisas
r?(NCO.ZQ.130) GO TO 130

COSDOCTIOS 00TZ2 300H0A87 COHDITION
A(H,2)*1.
A(H,3)=0.
2(3) =TI3F (TI)
GO TO 131

C03VZCTI0M 0UTZ3 aODHDAHI CONDITION
1 30 A (3,3) =1.

2(3) =H(0 (3/2) ) * (0 (3/2) -TI3F (TI) )
131 C0HTI30Z 

3a»200 
H3Wa5 
221— 1.
Mai
DO 19 S3a1,H 
B (K3) =0.

19 C03TI3D2 
37=3*5 
1232=0

CALL 3A3D7 TO SOL72 MATRIX 37 GAUSS 2LIMI3ATI03 BITS PARTIAL 
PI70TI3G

CALL BA3 D 7 (3M,3,MSB,A,221,3,3,2,1233,37,37,376)
DO 18 KC=1,3 
X(KC) =2(KC)

18 CONTINUE
DO 66 1=2,3,2 
0 (1/2) =X (1-1)
D (1/2) =X(I)

66 CONTINUE
ST3= 8 (U (3/2) )
X=N/2
CALL TA7Z(K,U,0a,38,A7,AB,33,2A,3X)
TI=TI*DT
BRIT2 (6,3 05) TI,DT,0(1) ,U(3X(1)/2) , U (SX (2)/2) , 0 (NX (3)/2) ,U (3/2) ,D (3 

1/2) , HT3 
305 POattAT(5X,9(G10.4,3X))

1 7 (IND-3P)67,12,12 
12 BHIT2 (6,3 8) TI
38 7OaaAT(1H0,30X,1C(IS*),10X,481132,710.5, 107,10 (IS*)/)

X=N/2
BHITZ (6,311)

311 FORMAT(ISO,207,6H2ADIUS,147,IIHTZMPEaATUSE,127,9HH2AT FLUX,122,153 
1H2AT GENERATION/)
DO 98 JC = 1,X
3AD (JQ aRAD(JC) *1000.
waiT2 (6,35) HAD (JC) , 0 (JC) ,D(JC) ,GZN (JC)
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35 FORHAT(20X,4 (G12.b,10X) )
98 CQMTIM02 

yaZT2 (6,77)
ISD-0 

67 C0HTISU2 
105 aaiT2(6,55)
55 FOBHAT(1H0,40X, U H E M O  OF JOB)

2ND
FUNCTION P A (2)
COHflON JN,NX(10) ,DT,P(10) ,C(10) ,3K(10) ,SH,GAflA,AB(8) ,A7 (8) ,TIN,aHO 
1,32TA,AflL,AL,VOL

DENSITY FUNCTION SGBP30GaAfl
IN THIS AND THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY SOBPaOGEANS (BC1 - SPECIFIC 
HEAT AND 321 - CONDUCTIVITY) STATEMENTS ARE ADDS2SS2D BY 
REGION NUMBER (INCREASING FROM THE CENTER OF THE CYLINDER) .
TO CHANGE A TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT PROPERTY OR TO CHANGE TO 
CONSTANT PROPERTIES, REPLACE THE CARD WITH THE APPROPRIATE 
REGION NUMBER.

GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,3) ,JN
1 PA=P(1)

GO TO 10
2 PA»P(2)

GO TO 10
3 PA»P(3)

GO TO 10
4 ?A=P (4)

GO TO 10
5 PA=P(5)

GO TO 10
6 PA=P(6)

GO TO 10
7 PA=P(7)

GO TO 10a PA*P(8)
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
FUNCTION 3C1(2)
COMMON JN,NX(10) ,DT,?(10) ,C(10) ,HK (10),SH,GAMA,A3(8) ,AV (8) ,TIN,RH0 
1,BETA,AML,AL,VOL

SPECIFIC HEAT FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,3),JN

1 3C1*313.».05132*(2+273.)-3.9872+6/(2+273.)**2.
GO TO 10

2 aC1»SH+GA2A*A3(2)
GO TO 10

3 3C1-C (3)
GO TO 10

4 3C1=C (4)
GO TO 10

5 BC1=C (5)
GO TO 10

6 3C1=C (6)
GO TO 10

7 3C1*C (7)
GO TO 10

8 BC1-C (8)
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
FUNCTION 3K1(2)
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coauotr j s ,m x (10) ,d t ,p (T0) ,C(iO) ,h k (10) ,SH,GAaA,a a (8),a ? (8) ,Tia,sao 

1, BETA, AaLfAL, 701,
TBBSSAl CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION SUBDHOGSAa

GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)JN
1 BK1 = HK ( 1 )

GO TO 10
2 3K1=rl7.56*.007482*2 

GO TO 10
3 381=6.39172-2*3.93152-4*(2*273) -2.88162-8*(2*273) **2.

9=A7(2)
TG=.0331*1.6162-4-7.742-6*S-1.7142-8*9**2.
3X1=881*.0331/TG 
GO TO 10

4 3K1=HK(4)
GO TO 10

5 3X1=35(5)
GO TO 10

6 3X1=HK(6)
GO TO 10

7 3K1=HK(7)
GO TO 10

8 3K1 = HK(8)
10 C0NTINU2

B2TU3N
2ND
FUNCTION Q(X, Y)
COaaON JN,N2(10),DT,? (10),C(10) ,58(10) ,SH,GAHA,AB(8) ,A7 (8) ,TIN,250 

1,32TA,ABL,AL,70L
70LUa2T2IC HEAT S0UHC2 FUNCTION SU3PHQG2Aa SlflULATES 22ACT02 
PULSE 9ITH SCAL2TTA2 30DIFICATI0N OF NOBD52I5 FUCHS HODEL.
X IS T 52 DUHHY 7 A3IA3LS FOB RADIUS AND Y IS THE DUMMY 
7A2IABL2 FOR TIMS.

IF(I.LT..003175) GO TO 2 
I? (X.GT..0178) GO TO 2

EQUATE RF (RADIUS FUNCTION) TO A NORMALIZED FUNCTION OF X 
FOR RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF HEAT SOURCE.

RF=1.
PINF=1.
S=P (2) *7QL*SH 
GAM=GAMA*P (2) *70L 
RHON = -.04 9 
PUF=4.
P9=PUF*4.* AML/(HHQ-3ETA)
QN=2.*92TA*.405*5/(AL*VOL)
IF(Y.LE.PW) GO TO 3 
IF (Y.LS. 1.) GO TO 1
Q=QN* SX?(-Y/80.)*RF«PINF*3ETA/(BETA-RHON)
GO TO 10

1 Q=QN*RF*PINF 
GO TO 10

3 T*AB (2) -TIN
PER=(RH0-3ETA)/AML
Q=S*P2R*T-AL*S*T**2./(2.*AML)*GAM*9ER»T**2./2.-GAM*AL*T**3./(3.*AM 

1L)
Q=Q*PINF*RF/70L 
GO TO 10

2 Q=0. . -
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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FOHCTIOtf a (Z)
COMMON JN,NX (10) ,DT,P(10) ,C (10) ,3 5 (10) ,SH,GAMA,A3(8) ,A 7 (8) ,TIN, SHO 
1tBETA,AML,XL,70L

SaSFACE MEAT TRANSFER FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES SEAT 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR NATURAL CONVECTION IN LAMINAR, 
TURBULENT, AND BOILING REGIMES. 2 IS THE DUMMY VARIABLE 
FOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE.

TSAT»112.8 
TM* (TIN + Z)/2.
BOUI=-.196E+3+.405Z+2*TM+2.j1*TN**2.+.555E-1*TM**3.♦.129S-4*TM**4. 
1>.133B-6*TM**5. 
PR=13.2*EXP(-.0363*TM+.2t0E-3*TM**2.-.799E-6*TM"*3.) 
CON=5.66E-3+2.01E-5*TM-8.762-a*TM**2.
DIM-38.1 
TN=AaS(Z-TIN)
GRA=BOOY*TN*DIM**3.
TNO=.02d36*PR**(-.333)*(GRA»PR«*3./(1.♦.444*PH**.667) )**.4 
ST=THU*CON*1.S*4/DIM 
IF (Z.LE.TSAT) GO TO 1 
HB»76.43«(Z-TSAT)**3./(Z-TIN)
IF (HB.LT. HT) GO TO 2 
8= SB
GO TO 10

2 8=HT
GO TO 10

1 SL*.7213* (GaA*PR**3./(.a+PR)) 2 5 * 1 . E*4*C0N/DIM 
I? (HL.LT.aT) GO TO 3 
H=SL
GO TO 10

3 H=HT
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END
FUNCTION TINF(T)
COMMON JN,NX (10) ,DT,P(10),C(10) ,HK (10),SB,GAMA,AB(8) ,AV(8) ,IIN,RHO 
1,BETA,AML,AL,VOL

FLUID BULK TEMPERATURE FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM 
Y IS THE DUMMY VARIABLE FOR TIME

TINF=TIN 
RETURN ‘
END
SUBROUTINE TAVE(K,U,DH,NR,AV,AS,NN,HA,MX)
DIMENSION U (2 00) ,08(20) ,AV (8) ,AB(8) , NN (10) , RA (10) ,NX (10)

SUBROUTINE TAVE COMPUTES AVERAGE REGION TEMPERATURES FOR USE 
IN DETERMINING TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES

IC=1
ID»NX(1)/2
R=DR(1)/2.
DO 150 JA=1,MR 
AV (JA) =0.
AS(JA)=0.
DO 151 J3*IC,ID 
AV (JA) »AV (JA) >U(J3)
I? (JB.EQ. ID) GO TO 151
AB (JA) *A3 (JA) +3*03 (JA) *(U (J3) *U (J3+1) )
2=a + OR(JA)

151 CONTINUE
AV (JA) -AV (JA) /FLOAT (NN (JA) *1)
AB (JA) -Afl (JA) /(RA (JA*1) **2.-2A (JA) **2.)
3=8-08(JA)/2.+0R(JA*1)/2.



IC•MX(JA)/2+1 
Il).a ID +M lf ( J A. +1) + 1 

150 COlft'IMUE 
B.2TU1Ui 
!MD 
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